Facebook.com/ParentToolkit

Like the Parent Toolkit on Facebook. Every day we share parenting tips, advice and articles from the Parent Toolkit, NBC News and other great sources for all things parenting.

Twitter.com/NBCNewsLearn

Follow NBC News Learn on Twitter for daily tips and education news. Parents and educators can join the Parent Toolkit each month for our #ToolkitTalk Twitter chats. On the third Tuesday of the month, we host a robust conversation about how parents can best support their children’s development. These chats take place at 7pmET for one hour and use the hashtag #ToolkitTalk. It’s a great way to share your advice with the community and ask questions of our Parent Toolkit experts. Click here to see what is coming up next.

Instagram.com/TheParentToolkit

Follow the Parent Toolkit on Instagram. Find inspirational quotes and aspirational messages about parenting, learning and supporting students.